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This thesis is a product-oriented work that was commissioned by xEdu Oy, a Helsinki 
based educational technology start-up accelerator company. The primary objective of this 
work was to improve and optimize the production process of XcitED, an annual EdTech 
start-up conference organized by commissioning company, by creating an XcitED Manual, 
a detailed event production guide.  
 
This work consists of two parts: thesis report and the product itself. Report part of the 
thesis describes different phases of planning, production, marketing, and evaluation of 
XcitED. It is written using a zipper method and compares the theory behind event 
management and implementation of XcitED in practice. Evaluation part also describes the 
manual creating process, which was based on event implementation and theory.  
 
Data used to produce the manual was gathered during and after the event production 
process. Materials used were saved and categorized as well as materials from previous 
events. Relevant event management literature sources, studies and articles were studied 
as well as authors own previous experience and knowledge in event and project 
management were used.  
 
The final product, XcitED Manual, was evaluated by the commissioning party and it was 
stated that they would benefits from this manual to a great extent as having clear 
guidelines and easy to follow instructions makes production of XcitED easier, resulting in 
more commercially successful event. The event was planned and implemented withing 4 
weeks in Autumn 2019. 
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1 Introduction 
We live in a world full of events. According to Bizzabo Event Marketing Trend Report, 
even the best targeted digital media strategy does not compare to face to face 
conversation. Their study shows that world leading companies put up to 24% of their 
annual budget to live events and commit themselves to marketing strategies that set 
events as highest marketing priority (Bizzabo, 2018). At the very least, business events 
can help a company to increase its brand awareness, generate new leads and therefore 
reach new customers, help introduce new products, and boost existing customers loyalty 
(Medium, 2020). Raj, Walters, and Rashid in other hand specify business events as 
events that involve a whole section of industry or business, and their key purpose is 
commercial. Main points of a business event include making new contacts, agreeing on 
contracts and coordination campaigns (Raj, Rashid & Walters, 2013, 15-16).   
 
The author of this thesis did her internship as a Marketing and Event Coordinator in xEdu, 
Helsinki based educational start-up accelerator company. Besides running day to day 
administrative tasks and doing marketing for the company, her main task was to plan and 
implement a business event called XcitED, occurring during Slush week. Her 
responsibilities included participating in brainstorm and planning of the program, 
structuring the implementation plan, contacting and communicating with invited speakers, 
sponsors and partners, planning and implementation of event marketing, including the 
visuals, as well as event practical production such as lighting, catering and photography, 
among others. It was also assigned that she would produce a manual to ease the 
production process and optimize the production work in the future. Because of amount of 
multitasking, communication and last-minute plan changes, Event Coordinator job is often 
considered among Top 10 of the most stressful jobs (Recovery Village, 2019). Producing 
XcitED Manual would help to ease the task and make the process more flowing and 
enjoyable. Described planning and implementation process took place from August to 
December 2019 with XcitED happening 20 November 2019.  
1.1 Purpose and objective 
This thesis was commissioned by xEdu Oy, a Helsinki based start-up accelerator 
company helping educational technology start-ups from all around the world to boost their 
development, increase their marketing potential and improve the implementation of their 
EdTech products. This work describes different phases of planning, production, 
marketing, and evaluation of XcitED, an annual educational technology start-up 
conference organized by xEdu. XcitED works as a highlight of xEdu Fall Program, taking 
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place at the beginning of Slush week and addresses hot issues around the education 
ecosystem and the role of start-ups in it. With average of 1000 international visitors and 
50 start-ups showcasing their EdTech products at the demo area, XcitED plays an 
important role in developing the future of education. 
 
Previously, XcitED has been organized by different people and all the data left was 
unstructured, incomplete, and difficult to access. Therefore, the primary objective of this 
work is to improve and optimize the production process of XcitED by creating a step by 
step XcitED production manual. The manual is structured in a clear and easy to follow 
way and contains all the necessary information to help any new Event Coordinator not 
familiar with XcitED before to organize the event, reduce time searching for previous 
events data and optimize the workflow. The structure and content of the manual are 
described later in this work. XcitED Manual can also be used to produce smaller scale 
business events for xEdu.  
1.2 Thesis structure 
This is a product-based thesis. As it is advised in Haaga-Helia Guidelines for Writing 
Reports, the thesis consists of two parts: thesis report and the product itself (Haaga-Helia 
2018). Report part of the thesis is written by using a zipper method as a structure to help 
observe and compare the theory behind event management and implementation of 
XcitED in practice. The product part is XcitED Manual, made as a clear step by step guide 
to help optimize the workflow of event production and make it more efficient. The 
commissioning part benefits from this manual to a great extent since, as it was stated 
earlier, it has always been organized by different people and didn’t have clear guidelines. 
Having clear guidelines and easy to follow instructions will make production of XcitED 
easier, resulting in more commercially successful event.   
 
Report part consists of 6 chapters. Planning opens an idea of the event, talks about 
production team roles, event venue and schedules. Implementation part compares 
theoretical views and implementation of practical chores like design, catering, and role of 
sponsors. Program part touches topics related to engaging attendees of the event like 
speakers, activities, and commercial demo area, as well as the importance of clear 
communication with them. Marketing part walks through different ways of marketing the 
event, emphasizing on digital marketing, and includes a part about the importance of 
visuals and graphic design in event marketing. After the event part talks about topic of 
follow up marketing, importance of feedback and covers 2 weeks after the end of event. 
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The evaluation part evaluates success of the event, walks through authors suggestions on 
how it might be improved and includes authors self-evaluation part.  
 
Due to confidentiality of the project, XcitED Manual could not be published with this thesis, 
although it is included in table of contents and referred to in report part on a regular basis. 
However, a comprehensive XcitED Manual part can be found in Evaluation chapter and 
gives a detailed structure and description of what can be found in the manual.   
1.3 Event introduction, XcitED 
XcitED (Excited + Education) is a Slush week event that addresses hot issues around the 
education ecosystem and the role of start-ups in it. The biggest educational technology 
start-up event of the year, XcitED was first organized in 2017 in Messukeskus at 
Kokoustamo attracting more than 1000 visitors from Slush and having more than 40 start-
ups at the Demo Area. The event ticket price was 150€ but with the Slush pass one could 
attend the event for free which created a great attendee flow from Slush, although 
because of Slush restrictions it was forbidden to market the event anywhere in 
Messukeskus or anywhere near it (xEdu, 2019). 
 
In 2018, XcitED was organized in Old Student House (Vanha Ylioppilastalo) next to the 
biggest Slush after party venues and it was visited by over 1000 attendees once more 
with 50 start-ups presenting at the Demo Area. (xEdu, 2019) 
 
XcitED 2019 was organized 20 November, the day before Slush, in Otaniemi Senior High 
school, the most modern school in Finland (opened in August 2019) and the most 
challenging XcitED venue yet as the main target audience were Slush visitors located all 
around Pasila and Helsinki City Centre. 
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2 Planning  
The event was planned to be held 20 November 2019 at Otaniemi Upper Secondary 
School. Planning of the event started mid-August 2019.  
 
According to Johanna Catani in her book “Successful business event”, it is crucial that the 
date of the event would be decided carefully by taking many things into consideration, 
factors like other important event dates during or around your event, speakers availability, 
holidays etc. Catani also suggests checking the availability of other speakers or important 
players of your business field for possible cooperation if another similar event is taking 
place in your city around that time. (Catani 2017, 42)   
 
This is exactly what has been done with XcitED. The world’s leading start-up event of the 
year, Slush, is organized every November with more than 20000 attendees, over 3000 
start-ups and almost 2000 investors coming to Helsinki from all around the world to 
network, invest, showcase, exchange ideas and make deals (Slush 2018). It is the best 
possible time to organize an EdTech start-up event like that.  
 
Organizing XcitED 2019 had challenges compared to previous years events because the 
place chosen for financial and cooperative reasons, as City of Espoo provided xEdu with 
the venue, was too far away from Messukeskus, where Slush takes its place every year. 
Because of that XcitED couldn’t have been organized on the Day 1 of Slush, like it was 
previous years, and it was decided that the best day for it would be the Day Zero, the day 
before Slush.  
 
While selecting the speakers to contact and preparing the program, I went through Slush 
speakers and companies presenting on stage for possible education related big names. 
I found a big Asian educational unicorn start-up company that we would have loved to 
have on stage at XcitED to share their success story and views on scaling up. After 
contacting them, it turned out they were very interested in educational network in Finland, 
but they didn’t have necessary contacts, so they kindly agreed to attend and speak on 
stage as it was beneficial for them as well.   
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2.1 Idea 
The main idea of XcitED is to bring together EdTech start-ups, influencers, investors, and 
people interested in educational technology at one place during the time when start-ups 
and investors from all around the world come to Helsinki to participate in Slush 
conference. Day program consists of keynotes, panel discussions on actual education 
technology topics, EdTech start-up demo area, networking, and awards.  
 
Target audience of XcitED:  
• Companies and schools interested in new EdTech solutions 
• Companies looking for partners and new talents 
• EdTech Industry experts 
• Teacher 
• Investors looking for the next EdTech Unicorn 
• Pedagogy researchers 
 
See full description of XcitED idea, structure and choosing the best timing in XcitED 
Manual, page 4-6 
 
2.2 Venue 
Is it recommended to look outside the box while choosing the right venue for the event, 
choosing the venue already familiar with organizing events and preferably having their 
own tech and catering teams in case there is only one person responsible for event 
production, in order to optimize the work load. It is also suggested planning the first visit to 
the venue very carefully, take notes and pictures, make contacts, and resolve organizing 
questions as they arise (Catani, 2017, 45-52) 
 
Otaniemi upper secondary school was suggested to xEdu by the City of Espoo as a 
location for 3rd XcitED as it was by that time the most modern school in capital region only 
opened 3 months before the event. Despite the challenge of bringing the guests to Espoo, 
it was a refreshing idea to bring an EdTech event to an actual school. It would give 
international visitors a chance to see the most modern Finnish school in action and give 
an opportunity for student and teachers to participate in XcitED as well.  
 
As Catani suggested, I prepared a list of questions for my first visit and was ready to take 
pictures of the whole place to plan the areas, stages, and logistics. I took the metro ride 
which would be the easiest way to access XcitED for our guests from Helsinki city centre 
and put myself in their shoes so to say in order to make directions and show the guests 
that the venue was not as far as most of them believed.  
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My venue contact person would be the school principal who also introduced me to school 
janitor, who would be my contact person for practical questions as electricity, Wi-Fi, and 
furniture. He would also be responsible for the security at the event. It turned out, the 
school also happened to have their own technology team of students, who could take care 
of the lighting installation, music and operating the presentation on stages which was very 
helpful and saved me a lot of time looking for an outside tech unfamiliar with the 
requirements of the venue.  
 
Besides pictures, contact numbers of janitor, tech team and principal, and furniture details, 
I also asked for a school plan. I also needed a school plan outline to make a venue map 
for event attendees. 
 
The full list of what must be considered while choosing and visiting the venue see XcitED 
Manual page 9-11.  
2.3 Team  
According to Vallo and Häyrinen, Event Producer has a central role in the whole 
production process as they lead the project, planning, oversee the budget, production, 
contractors, and implementation of tasks. They also state that big projects require a team 
for sharing tasks and responsibilities, so that the ones responsible for their areas would 
implement their part independently and report to the event producer. They state it is the 
most efficient way to proceed with project, making sure all project areas are implemented 
efficiently. It also helps not to overload just one person with all the tasks (Vallo & 
Häyrinen, 2016, 266-267) 
 
While organizing a big event, it is recommended to have a dedicated core team of at least 
4-8 people. It is also necessary to recruit volunteers for the event day as well. 
Core team is recommended to include at least following positions (Endless Events, 2018; 
GevMe, 2017; Leo Isaac, 2020): 
 
Event Producer 
Supervises the production and implementation, make decisions, and take responsibility of 
the whole production 
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Program Coordinator 
Responsible for building up the program, activities, dinner, catering, and everything that is 
included in the event day. Scheduling the event and making a script.  
 
Partner and speaker relations 
Responsible for speaker and partners logistics, coordination and information. Contact 
person for speakers and partners.  
 
Production manager 
Responsible for venue planning, building the event, tech team relations, furniture. Works 
closely with volunteers as well.  
 
Volunteer lead  
Responsible for managing volunteers, making schedules and supervising. Volunteer 
training might also be included in their task.  
 
Marketing coordinator  
Responsible for website creation, media relations, social media scheduling and posting, 
advertising, newsletters, other possible marketing. Works closely with graphic designer. 
 
Graphic designer 
Responsible for visual presentation of the event, logos, marketing graphics, printing, 
merchandizing. Works closely with marketing coordinator. 
 
At XcitED however I, as an Events Coordinator, took all those roles mentioned above. 
CEO of xEdu was responsible for getting in touch with speakers and get their 
confirmations and I would proceed from there with the details and coordination. CEO was 
also considered a host, so he would be legally responsible for the event.  
 
Whole list of XcitED team tasks and descriptions can be found in XcitED manual page 8.  
 
Volunteers help is needed during most of the big start-up events to cut the costs and ease 
the work of event producer. Volunteering for a start-up event is quite common, especially 
among students looking for experience and references. During XcitED, 12 volunteers 
were hired to help with variety of errands from assembling the event venue, guest 
registration and cloakroom to speaker relations and giving information during the event.  
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To recruit necessary number of volunteers, volunteer registration page was created on 
XcitED site and shared on social media to spread the word. Several volunteers already 
known to XcitED organizers from previous events were also contacted, as well as the 
principal of Otaniemi Senior High provided information to students to volunteer at XcitED 
as part of their business course. When the necessary number of people were reached, 
volunteer leader was picked among them and volunteer training was organized.  
 
According to Raj, Walters, and Rashid, if the volunteer or a team member is educated and 
fully trained to the job, only then can they make a maximum contribution to the event. 
They also state that one of the main tasks of a good manager is performance appraisal 
and rewards (Raj, Rashid & Walters, 2013, 68-70). In case of volunteering at XcitED, 
benefits included practicing new skills during the event, free merchandize (XcitED t-shirts 
and shopper bags), free meals, participation certificate and opportunities to meet big 
EdTech players and speakers. For Otaniemi students the benefit also included getting 
credits for their business course.  
 
Unfortunately, due to shortage of resources only 2 volunteer trainings were organized 
which wasn’t efficient enough. During the first training, volunteers got introduced to xEdu 
and XcitED concepts and the program. Second training day was organized at XcitED 
venue to map the important locations and see where their help will be needed. It was 
assigned to volunteer lead to make the schedule of the event for volunteers to switch 
tasks and take breaks for the event to run smoothly.  
 
More about volunteer roles, recruitment and training can be found in XcitED Manual page 
30-34.  
2.4 Lists and schedules 
Johanna Catani states she has a “Million lists and 3 schedules” while planning her events. 
In those schedules she writes down everything related: time of the task, what must be 
done, who is responsible. She usually has building, event and wrapping up schedules in 
Excel. As for lists, she makes them in Word, and they help her keep track of everything. 
She says she makes separate lists for everything, from the event overview to necessary 
permissions and besides preparing the event, they also help her to self-evaluate her work, 
how organized she was and if it was possible to improve anything (Catani, 2017, 34-35). 
 
For XcitED, “million” lists were made as well, from ticket name lists and demo stand 
participants to shopping and what to have in store for the event day (scissors, markers, 
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pain killers etc) and everything in between. Full guide of necessary lists to be filled and to 
be made from scratch can be found in XcitED Manual page 35-36. 
 
As for schedules, 4 schedules were made in Excel:  
Marketing calendar to help plan the marketing, keep track on scheduled social media 
posts and see what must be posted when.  
 
General XcitED Plan with detailed timetable, duration, speaker names and contacts, 
speech mode, possible slides names, door open and doors close time, possible 
presentation details etc. Same detailed event timetable where made adjusted for photo 
and video team with highlighted speakers and actions prioritized according to their 
importance of being documented.  
 
Event scripts for both stages with step by step precise timing of hosts, presentations, 
awards and announcements, slides to be used on the background, speakers’ 
presentations, and music to play. This script was made for the team responsible for 
changing the slides and music for presentations.  
Full list of necessary schedule templates is listed in XcitED Manual page 41 and can be 
found in internal cloud storage of xEdu.  
 
I also managed my planning by setting calendar reminders in my phone for important 
deadlines (for example the last date to confirm or cancel hotel room bookings for speakers 
or the last date to confirm the dinner menu). It was also helpful to prepare and schedule 
as much material in advance as possible to avoid spending time on them later. The 
moment the graphics were made, general social media posts were scheduled right ahead, 
posts like XcitED videos, ticket sale shoutouts and everything, that wouldn’t be changing 
during production time. General event paid advertisement was also scheduled in advance.  
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3 Implementation 
After the venue is selected, program outlined and speaker communication process is 
rolling, it is time to concentrate on practical issues and actual look and feel of the event. In 
this chapter I will go through XcitED practical arrangements that make XcitED memorable 
for guests and speakers. It will also show what it requires to transform school into the 
international conference venue as well as the importance of clear communication with 
outsourced services like lighting design and catering.  
3.1 Furniture and decoration 
No event is ready without proper furniture and decoration. Catani states that well-planned 
decoration at the venue will guide attendees around just like it is planned (Catani, 2017, 
76). This is exactly what we needed at XcitED.  
 
Since the event was taking place at senior high school and wasn’t’ equipped for big 
conference, extra planning needed to be done beforehand. I visited the venue 3 times in 
order to map and plan the locations of important areas and stages, including 
entertainment areas. School stuff was also enquired about demo area tables, seats, and 
electrical cables available at the school to use.  
 
To plan XcitED area, we used Demo Area to cut it from the rest of the school so that our 
guests won’t wander around getting lost. Long Demo Area with strategically placed tables 
and roll-ups would also guide attendees to the Main Stage area that was a long hallway 
away from other XcitED areas.  
 
As school did not have a cloakroom, buildable cloakroom had to be rented from the third 
party. All the necessary round demo area tables and some extension cords were 
borrowed from classes all over the school and taken back to places after the event. We 
also decided to use art stands found at the school for printed XcitED and partners posters 
instead of ordering much more expensive plastic ones and to optimize the equipment of 
the venue. Necessary banners and roll-ups were provided by demo area participants. 
Floor stickers with #XcitED hashtag were ordered for the stage and XcitED posters and 
posters with list of partners were designed and printed and put all over the venue. 
 
Whole list of minimum requirements of furniture and items needed to prepare a venue for 
XcitED can be found in XcitED manual page 10.  
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3.2 Lighting, tech, and music 
Right lighting design is essential to create the right atmosphere at the venue, especially 
the one not built for the conference purpose, like school. Vallo and Häyrinen suggest that 
one uses professional technicians and subcontractors specified in light and tech for 
professional events. According to them it is also crucial to check if the venue has enough 
electricity for the needs of big event and professionals to handle any problems that might 
occur during presentations (Häyrinen & Vallo, 2016, 209). We also needed professionals 
to take care of the screens, change slides for speakers, provide microphones and clickers, 
and operate music during speaker changes and awards. We were lucky enough to get 
introduced to the school’s own tech team consisting of student entrepreneurs, whose job 
was lighting design and providing technology for big events.  
 
While planning XcitED, I explained all our needs, presentation durations, stages and 
Demo Area electricity requirements and the style of lighting we wanted for the event to 
school tech team and got contacts of people handling tech and sound part during the 
event. After negotiating our budget and needs, they made an offer and started planning 
the event. In order to lower the costs, they agreed to use our volunteers for building and 
dissembling the lighting prior and after the event. School tech team also provided all the 
necessary screens for the speakers on 2 stages, clickers to change the slides and 
operators necessary to keep track on music and presentations.  
 
The only music needed at XcitED were 10 – 30sec pieces of music for both stages, one 
for playing when speakers would change during speech sessions and another would play 
during giving out awards. It was agreed that hight school tech team would handle the 
music, they also agreed to search for the music to play. All we had to do was to send 
them examples of what we needed, that was simply found on YouTube. Teosto payment 
would also need to be paid right after the event, because the event was public. 
 
Checklist of minimum required tech equipment and what to negotiate about during the 
planning process can be found in XcitED Manual page 12.  
3.3 Photo/video 
According to Catani “I was there!” feeling gets stronger and adds an extra value for guests 
when they can see themselves on event pictures. She suggests choosing what must be 
documented at the event carefully and where pictures and videos would be used 
afterwards. Catani also advises to use channels suited best for the event to share photos 
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and videos from it and really make advantage of the footage, otherwise it would be a 
waste of resources (Catani, 2017, 118-119). 
 
For XcitED, photos and videos make great memories, they are used for marketing 
purposes for xEdu as well as companies and speakers participating in the event. They are 
also used as backgrounds for marketing graphic for future events and can be shared by 
event attendees on social media creating awareness of XcitED and cause it was 
organized for.  
 
Month before XcitED, I asked my friends and colleagues for professional photographer 
contacts and after getting some, asked them for an offer. After benchmarking several 
offers, one company providing 2 photographers were chosen. They were given a time and 
date of the event accompanied with an official event schedule. They were also provided 
with photo guide similar to that it shown in Figure 1 with highlighted speakers and actions 
with priorities.  
 
 
It was also agreed to get the photos ready and edited within 2 weeks after the event in 
order to put them on XcitED website for others to use with company and event hashtags. 
The link was shared over xEdu and XcitED social media channels as part of after event 
marketing. It was also included into follow-up newsletter and personal “Thank you” 
messages to speakers.  
 
Similar instructions for photo professionals can be found in XcitED Manual page 12 and 
XcitED template for photographers in xEdu internal cloud service.  
High priority
•Big names speaking  
on stage
•xEdu Fall pitching
•Demo Area buzz
•Laughter, hands 
shaking
•The view of the event
Low priority
•Fireside chats
•Pitching competition
•Partners stage activity
•Dinner
•Side activities
No action needed
•Arriving and leaving
•Check-in and 
cloakroom area
•Marketing material, no 
people present
Figure 1. Example of photo- and video guide for XcitED  
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3.4 Catering 
Catering of the event always depends on the budget, guests, time, and theme of the event 
itself. Due to the strict budgeting and the fact that XcitED was organized in school, we 
decided to go with it and use a school cafeteria for catering. It was also part of the plan to 
make international attendees acquainted to Finnish school lunches. To make sure 
everything will go smoothly the date of the event, the manager of school cafeteria was 
contacted 2 months prior the event to make sure it would be open longer than usually and 
would provide a wider selection of products available for guests to buy their own food and 
snacks.  
 
Johanna Catani recommends investigating what do your guests do before they arrive to 
your event around lunch time and will they arrive hungry (Catani, 2017, 86). Since the 
doors opened at 13, it was already past lunch time for many guests, although we made 
sure full school lunch was available for them until 14. After the main program started at 
the stage at 14 and right until the stage program ended at 18.30, coffee, tea, sandwiches, 
and snacks were available for attendees at the cafeteria all the time. Cafeteria area was 
clearly marked on the venue map printed for guests and there were also plenty of table 
space available for guests to network and arrange meetings over coffee.  
 
It was also agreed to organize a coffee, tea, water, fruit, and buns table in the Green 
Room for the speakers who are waiting for their turn. Volunteer snacks were also 
organized with the cafeteria for volunteers to use the code words “XcitED volunteers” at 
the counter. Both Green room and volunteer snacks were agreed to be billed after the 
event. 
 
Full list of things to be taken into consideration while organizing a catering at XcitED can 
be found in XcitED Manual page 21. 
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3.5 Sponsors / Partners 
Since xEdu is a private company and does not get any funding from the government, in 
order to produce an event such as XcitED sponsors and partners are required. According 
to Vallo and Häyrinen, sponsorship deals with different organizations is a widely used 
practice in company marketing strategy. The main question is how companies can use 
sponsorships and cooperation to achieve a win-win situation for both parts. They give 
several examples of sponsorship deals shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Sponsorship deals according to Häyrinen & Vallo, 2016, 93-94 
Strategy Description 
Event as marketing tool Sponsor gets to use events marketing 
worth for their own good, i.e. using events 
logo while marketing their own products. 
Sponsor visibility Sponsor visibility at the event, i.e. sponsor 
logo visibility at the venue and marketing 
materials.   
Event support Besides material support sponsor might 
use their own marketing channels to share 
the news of the event and/or invite their 
own interest group to the event. 
Sponsors own event Sponsor can create an event of their own 
or create an activity within the event they 
support. 
 
At XcitED, 2 of those methods, Sponsor visibility and Event support, were implemented in 
a 4 different sponsorship levels: 
 
• Supporting Partner 
• Insight Partner 
• Premium Partner  
• X-clusive Partner 
 
Depending on the level and price they have to pay, those levels include benefits from a 
specific amount of tickets to XcitED and brand placement in XcitED marketing material 
(site, printed material, newsletter) up to prime stands at the demo area, fireside chat 
participation, Gala dinner and keynote at the stage (assuming the topic is related to the 
main theme of the event, education and technology).   
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Besides official partnership levels, xEdu cooperated with the City of Espoo using sponsors 
own event method which allowed them to create their own panel discussion within XcitED 
program. They were also using their own logos and materials on screens to support their 
panel discussion. The main EdTech news blog editor of the Nordics was also contacted to 
join XcitED as a main media partner. In exchange of covering the event in his media and 
marketing it in his channels, they got visibility on XcitED marketing material, social media 
mentions and taking interviews with big EdTech players and investors for their content.  
Another partnership method we used involved a certain company providing xEdu with 
their product to use at the event. In return they got site visibility, social media mentions, 
attendees using the product during the event and footage of their product being used at 
XcitED.  
 
Detailed descriptions of XcitED sponsorship levels as well as instructions how to plan and 
proceed with partnerships can be found in XcitED Manual page 13.  
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4 Program and main players 
4.1 Program 
As it was stated previously, the structure for all XcitED events has always been similar:  
• 1 full day event 
• 4 topics, 1 for each category 
• All topic sections include at least 1 keynote and a fireside chat, with additional 
program including pitching, competitions, and big announcements 
 
 
Figure 2. Program structure with main topics and descriptions 
 
We made XcitED 2019 according to the same scheme and selected topics according to 
the structure. Topics and their relations to the scheme are shown in Figure 2.  
The event was 6 hour long, from 13:00 to 19:00 with 4,5 hours of program on 2 stages. 
The program included 4 keynotes, 6 fireside chats, a Founder’s story and 2 pitching 
competitions, all on educational technology related topics. The main core of the program 
was decided during the first XcitED team meeting and the speakers came along during 
the autumn of planning.  
 
More detailed information as well as what to keep in mind while planning the program can 
be found in XcitED Manual page 15-16. 
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4.2 Partner program 
As City of Espoo provided xEdu with the venue, it was also part of the cooperation for 
them to have some stage time in exchange. As there were 2 stages, it was decided that 
City of Espoo would organize 2 fireside chats. Organization of those chats were delegated 
to representatives of Espoo as well as the decision on topics as soon as it was education 
and technology related.  
 
Week before the event, their coordinators provided xEdu with their presentation material 
to be sent to tech team and names and contacts of people participating in the fireside 
chats for the tickets. It was a beneficial cooperation for both Espoo and xEdu as we could 
cross-promote our program in both channels and delegate some of the program 
coordination.  
4.3 Speakers 
There were several types of speakers needed to be chosen for the event. Several hosts 
where chosen to lead every session, one for each session on the main stage and 1 for 
each pitching competition on the second stage. They were chosen from active players of 
EdTech community, familiar for most of the participants.  
 
As it is stated by Vallo and Häyrinen, the best speakers for the professional event can be 
found in own organization, as having participants from both own community and big name 
from the outside is refreshing and creates a pool of ideas and opinions to talk about 
(Häyrinen & Vallo, 2016, 251). So, it was deliberate that speakers were chosen from small 
but well known Finnish EdTech community players to big international names to give a 
variety of expertise, opinions and to make the event less formal and easy going. Every 
session included a so called “firework” as Catani calls them, a speaker with a big 
international name in EdTech world, to draw attention and present their valuable expert 
opinion on the topic (Catani, 2017, 68).  
 
The idea of a fireside chat is to discuss the topic from several points of view, so the 
fireside chat moderators where chosen to be people who are well familiar with the topics 
they were going to discuss. Other fireside chat participants included educational 
professionals, start-up founders, investors, non-government organization and Finnish 
government representatives to make sure the topic is covered from every possible point of 
view. Keynote speakers on the other hand came among big international names of 
education and start-up world and included a well-known editor, a professor, big 
international enterprise representatives and successful international company founders.  
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Just like Vallo and Häyrinen recommend, after speakers have been confirmed it was a 
time to make then welcome and comfortable with their schedule (Häyrinen & Vallo, 2016, 
247-249).  After the confirmation, speakers, hosts and facilitators where provided with all 
the necessary schedule, logistics and session details, topics, and material, as well as 
other participant details. The logistic details included a guide how to get to the event from 
possible hotel and Helsinki city centre, dinner details and, if necessary, hotel booking 
details. They were also asked to provide xEdu with all they possible presentation 
materials week before XcitED to ensure it would get tested and scheduled by the tech 
team on time. During the presentations, to ease the job of the hosts to present the 
participants, as it was advised by Vallo and Häyrinen, the background screens where 
designed to show the speakers details, occupation, and their Twitter username.  
 
Negotiations with speakers where most of the time a flowing several month process as 
some speakers would agree and then cancel, and new speakers would pop-up during 
planning time, program would have been adjusted according to their availability, new 
ideas and topics come up and new speakers and fireside chat participants with it. 
Detailed information about choice of speakers, communication and logistics can be found 
in XcitED Manual page 16-17. Letter templates for invitation, planning communication and 
details are on page 41-44 and 48-51.  
4.4 Activities 
Besides the main program, XcitED had side activities to entertain the guests between 
speeches. According to Vallo and Häyrinen, different activities should be provided with 
main program to bring experientiality to the event and broaden the topics. Activities should 
be related to the theme of the event and should be voluntary to participate. They also 
mention that activities are very beneficial if the number of guests is big to give them a 
chance to network and experience something else than just having a coffee while 
exchanging ideas (Häyrinen & Vallo, 2016, 254-255). Several side activities where 
organized at XcitED alongside the main stage action. 
 
Demo Area 
 
As one of the main purposes of XcitED is to bring together EdTech themed start-ups and 
help them find the right connections to enhance their development – building a demo area 
is important. The size of the demo varies depending on the size of the venue and includes 
tables for start-ups to show their products in action, some space for roll-ups and marketing 
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material and an access to electricity for the ones using laptops and other electrical 
devices.  
 
Otaniemi Senior High school had a spacious entrance hall and long spacious corridor 
suitable for demo area, so it was chosen for the purpose. Word has been spread through 
social media and xEdu alumni channels about registration for XcitED demo space to be 
open and registration form was created. The price of demo stands was set and included a 
demo table, space for a roll-up, electricity and wi-fi access. Registration was open 1,5 
month before the event and the steps for demo stand applicants were to fill in the 
registration form and wait for xEdu team to select the participants after the registration 
period has ended.  
 
1 month prior the event registered demo area candidates where checked for their 
suitability for the topic of the conference and the ones found suitable where contacted 
personally with billing information and terms of payment. After the payment has been 
made, 1-2 weeks prior the event, start-ups would receive an information letter with venue 
details, parking details, building, and wrapping up schedule and payment information for 
the dinner should they decide to join it. 3 days before the event start-ups would receive 
another reminder letter with same information plus venue map and information on how to 
find their demo table.  
Instructions on how to organize and to promote demo area as well as letter template for 
demo area participants communication can be found in XcitED Manual page 18, 46-48. 
 
Awards 
 
2 types of award events are happening at XcitED every year: xEdu Fall Demo Hour and 
Nordic EdTech Awards Finals.  
 
xEdu Fall Demo Hour is an hour-long pitching competition of 10 start-ups participating in 
xEdu Accelerator Program and is considered their graduation exam. This year pitches 
were overviewed by 4 judges consisting of a CEO, school principal, student and an 
investor who listened to pitches, asked questions from their own perspectives, and 
decided on the winner of the whole program.  
 
Nordic EdTech Awards Finals are organized and coordinated by Nordic EdTech Alliance 
and is a highlight of a month-long application and selection process, with 5 EdTech 
finalists from each Nordic country presenting their pitches and products at XcitED.  
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Both xEdu Demo Day winner and Nordic EdTech Awards winner were announced at the 
end of the day as one of the highlights of the main stage program.  
 
Workshop 
 
Unicorn Game Workshop was organized with the help of one of partners. Workshops are 
not a necessary part of the program, but they are great to keep the guests entertained in 
between speeches, as well as a good way for partners to show their products at the 
workshop. It is also great extra marketing channel as company who is organizing a 
workshop is also interested in getting more attendees to show their product to.  
 
It was agreed to add a workshop organized by one of xEdu alumni to XcitED program. It 
was agreed on terms suitable for both partners: workshop partner will get a whole room, 
provide with screens and electricity, they would have a demo stand at the demo area 
close to the workshop room, free tickets to 2 company representatives, mention in the 
XcitED program website and marketing support. From their part, xEdu would have access 
to their marketing graphics and help to spread the word through their Marketing Manager. 
It was decided to have a registration form for a workshop and share it through social 
media as well as through an information letter to teachers of Otaniemi Senior High. This 
information was also added to XcitED website. 
 
Other activities 
 
Speaker Swing was organized for guests who wanted to meet the speakers after each 
session to exchange contacts or opinions. The venue had an actual swing in it, so it was 
easy to reserve that spot with printed time slots and add that information on the website.  
There were a volunteer patrolling the area to make sure the speaker swing would be 
empty of other people during speaker swing sessions.  
 
Hygge Space was organized in one of the quiet corners of the venue with an artificial 
bonfire, gingerbread cookies, blankets, and baskets of warm socks, for guests to relax 
and talk in a quiet space. With many international attendees not used to Finnish end of 
November chills, we wanted to create a little cosy relaxing space in the middle of hectic 
Slush time.  
 
The school had a ping pong table for students to use so we made it part of our 
entertainment as well by putting on Pitch Pong sign and printing on the instruction to guide 
our guests to practice their 5 minute pitch while playing ping pong.  
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Instructions on how to plan side activities at XcitED and what to keep in mind can be 
found in XcitED Manual page 19.  
 
Dinner 
 
Catani states that successful dinner is the one in balance with the rest of the program, 
doesn’t require guests to move to another place and has a well-balanced menu to fit the 
tastes of the guests. She also suggests cooperating with restaurants and professional 
catering companies who are of a great quality and usually know their work best (Catani, 
2017, 83-84). XcitED Dinner is a long waited and popular dinner and networking event 
after each XcitED and it was planned this year as well. Dinner requires a separate dinner 
ticket and registration.  
 
The restaurant chosen to host XcitED Dinner has several benefits. It was a 3 minute 
walking distance from the venue, it used local Finnish ingredients in its menu and it was 
also a place of a famous local brewery, so besides great Finnish food with a modern twist 
our guests could enjoy great craft beers. The restaurant was contacted 2 months in 
advance to ensure the availability for 100 guests and discuss the menu and drink 
possibilities. It was important for the company to stay within a budget so that guests 
wouldn’t have to pay too much for the dinner ticket but also for the company not to exceed 
its budget. Speakers would be invited to join the dinner at the expense of xEdu.  
 
Menu were chosen and it was made sure that guests with allergies and specific food 
preferences the menu would have been easily altered for their needs. Food preference 
options were included into dinner ticket registration form. The restaurant was informed 
about guest’s food restrictions and preference several days in advance. The list of dinner 
guests was made to keep track on ticket availability, food preferences and also sitting 
arrangements, so that as many guests from different areas of expertise would benefit from 
networking and getting to know as many people they could benefit from knowing as 
possible.   
 
The aim of dinner was to unwind and network after the big day, so it didn’t need to be too 
formal. XcitED Dinner had its own light entertainment program with CEO of xEdu 
preparing several drinking songs for the crown to feel relaxed and international guests to 
join in and get to know Finnish culture better.  
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5 Marketing 
According to Vallo and Häyrinen, simple invitation is not enough anymore, but a company 
needs marketing communication to support and spread the word about their event. Visual 
identity of the event, event supporting communication and social media tags must be seen 
in marketing communication as well (Häyrinen & Vallo 2016, 69). Their simplified version 
of marketing plan is shown in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. Simplified version of event marketing plan (Häyrinen & Vallo 2016, 69) 
Internal marketing Event communication inside the company 
Media marketing Press relations 
Direct marketing Newsletters and direct messages to 
potential attendees 
Social media marketing Social media posts and paid 
advertisement 
 
They also suggest a following communication plan for International conference shown in 
Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3. Example communication plan for international conference (Häyrinen & Vallo 
2016, 71) 
 
Follow-up marketing routine
Announcements about important interviews and press-conference during the event
Another official event announcement during the week of the event
Media event for press and influencers a month before an actual conference
Regular posts and shoutouts about speakers and program revelations through the 
production time
First official event announcement 6 month before the event
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Next, I will report and observe how marketing has been done at XcitED. For more details, 
scheduling, and budgeting XcitED marketing read pages 23-26 in XcitED Manual.  
5.1 Media marketing 
Media marketing was digital for XcitED and involved inviting digital media representatives 
to the event in order to produce the content for their platforms and share the news. Inviting 
guest media at the event is beneficial for everyone as both your guest media and your 
event get more visibility, coverage, content, and contacts.  
 
For XcitED I contacted the main EdTech news blog editor to join us as a main media 
partner of XcitED and we agreed on terms beneficial for both companies. Table 3 shows 
an example of a beneficial cooperation agreement between company and media. 
 
Table 3. Example of xEdu and media partner cooperation terms 
For guest media For XcitED 
Free access to the event and dinner Using media partner logo in printed 
and digital marketing material 
Reposts of relevant social media posts 
to their channel 
Making an official media partner 
announcement in XcitED social media 
Providing a clickable ad in their weekly 
newsletter 
Promote their XcitED related articles in 
XcitED media 
Providing a clickable ad in their weekly 
newsletter 
Connect them with speakers and 
sponsors of their choice for a 
possibility of interview for their media. 
Providing two XcitED and xEdu related 
articles, including an interview with 
CEO 
 
 
For other possible guest media, the media list was created with names, companies, and 
contacts. Guest media included local media channels, blogs, main start-up news 
channels. They would be provided with free access to the event in exchange of spreading 
the word in their channels, posting, and sharing during the event itself using hashtags 
provided and possible report articles about XcitED. As a future project, XcitED Media 
Playbook is advised to be created in order to make future media communication more 
efficient. 
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5.2 Direct marketing 
A separate newsletter was created using Mailchimp. First official event announcement 
was made through newsletter. First newsletter included 3 main messages: start of ticket 
sale and announcement of XcitED itself with program draft, XcitED dinner announcement 
and Demo Stand application opening. The newsletter was sent to all xEdu contacts. 
Overall, 3 XcitED newsletters were sent during planning and marketing period. Their 
topics and schedules are shown in Table 4.  
 
Table 4. XcitED Newsletters 
Newsletter 1 September 2019 XcitED Demo Stand 
application, XcitED Dinner, 
XcitED announcement 
Newsletter 2 October 2019 Program overview, Share 
the news, XcitED Dinner 
Newsletter 3 November 2019, 2 days 
before XcitED 
Day agenda, How to get 
there and Venue map, 
Details. 
 
5.3 Social media marketing 
Because of a strict budget and target audience easily accessible through social media, it 
was an optimal choice for marketing XcitED. From previous years events there were 
XcitED internet site, Facebook page and list of previous years attendees contacts.  
 
Facebook 
XcitED Facebook page was updated by changing the description to an actual one, 
changing the dates and background picture. Separate Facebook event was also created 
for possible attendees to click “attend” and spread the word around their social media. 
Social media posts were separated into categories shown in Table 5 and scheduled to be 
posted throughout the whole production time until the date of the event.  
 
Table 5. Social media post categories for XcitED 
General info Program Venue 
Tickets shoutouts Speaker announcements How to get there 
XcitED Dinner Partners and sponsors Senior high school info 
Countdown Workshop Venue map and details 
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Twitter and LinkedIn 
All the events announcements were shared on xEdu Twitter and LinkedIn accounts as 
well using same graphics and texts. Twitter tests were adjusted to fit Twitter maximum 
post length of 280 characters.  
 
Because of limited resources we decided not to use Instagram and its Stories as 
marketing channel at all, although in 2020 it would have been a possibility to have a social 
media volunteer specially for making stories in Instagram. 
5.4 Paid Ads 
Paid ads have been used in Facebook (doubled in Instagram), Twitter and LinkedIn and 
they were planned according to Table 6.  
 
Table 6. Paid Ads plan for XcitED 2 weeks before the event 
Facebook Instagram Twitter LinkedIn 
Picture Ad Picture Ad Boosted post x 2 Video Ad 
Video Ad Video Ad   
Boosted post x 2    
 
Target group 1: People interested in educational technology, pedagogy, and pedagogical 
start-ups in biggest European and Asian countries 
Target group 2: Teachers, principals, and kindergarten teachers in Finnish biggest 
university cities.  
 
Picture 1. Example of Facebook Ad 
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5.5 XcitED site 
Vallo and Häyrinen recommend that any big event must have their own site with all the 
necessary information, program, schedule, and contacts to make communication easier 
and help attendees to find the information they need (Häyrinen & Vallo, 2016, 72). 
 
I refreshed XcitED internet site by creating a new XcitED 2019 page for this year’s 
program and updating the dates and venue information. I used XcitED 2018 pictures as 
background graphics for a refreshed look but kept the same colour scheme and fonts for 
recognisable look. I also added a Volunteer page to promote volunteering at XcitED with 
all the necessary information and a link to registration landing page in Google Forms. 
When program has been updated and speakers announced, the speakers got clickable 
pictures with names and titles. Partners page was updated as well with added logos and 
links to partners sites.  
5.6 Graphics and prints 
Event visuals are the thing to start with when you plan your marketing material. Colour 
scheme, fonts and logos should be the same through all the material to make the image 
recognizable and create association with the event in attendees’ minds. Backgrounds and 
pictures should be relevant to events topic, for example it would have been confusing to 
use food themed background and pictures for my EdTech event graphic material as it 
would have created a wrong impression what the event is about.  
 
For XcitED, I reserved several days to just plan and implement graphic material. First, I 
made a pictures and backgrounds database from previous years XcitED and free stock 
background pictures to keep in hand in one file for easy access. This database also 
included logos and vectors from previous years (for example xEdu Unicorn) I would use.  
I then made a list of all graphic materials I would need to make. Marketing material also 
needed to include a couple of short (20 sec) videos for social media background and 
marketing as well as several gif videos with XcitED logos inserted to be used in 
newsletters and social media for a humorous touch.  
 
I made graphics as far as I could, making templates for pictures still to be adjusted (for 
example speaker announcements while some speakers might have changed during the 
planning time). When the speaker would be confirmed and ready to be scheduled into 
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social media posts, I would simply use the picture, name, and position of the speaker to 
insert into readymade template and schedule the announcement.  
 
For the detailed list of all the necessary marketing graphics for XcitED, read XcitED 
Manual page 27.  
 
The same time you prepare your digital media graphics, one should reserve time to 
prepare graphic to be printed as well. Those mostly relate to decorations of the venue so 
those can be prepared closer to the date of the event, but it is always more efficient to 
prepare them at the same time, or at least make templates ready. It is important to use to 
use same fonts, colour scheme and logos as digital media graphics to make it easily 
recognizable.  
 
For XcitED, I made a list of graphics that will be needed to be printed and divided them 
into sections for graphics for which a regular office printer will be enough (venue guides, 
schedules) to the ones that will need a professional printing (banners, stickers). 
The full list of printed graphics with descriptions can be found at the Manual page 28-29.  
 
We found several wooden tripods as art stands at XcitED venue, so we decided to use 
them as much as possible for XcitED banners and Partners banners. There were also a 
lot of wall space at the Demo Area and next to the Main Stage hall and we attached some 
of them on walls. Floor stickers were professionally printed to decorate the wooden floor 
of Founders Pit and mirror stickers with hashtags and xEdu signature Unicorn were 
printed on office printer to be attached to Selfie Spot.   
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6 After the event 
Vallo and Häyrinen state that after the event a follow up marketing phase should take 
place. According to them, follow up marketing consists at least of following (Häyrinen & 
Vallo, 2016, 220-221): 
• Thank you notes and gifts  
• Material delivery 
• Collecting feedback 
• Feedback and event summary meeting 
• Get in touch action 
• Sharing the event on social media 
 
At XcitED, we had an after-the-event meeting first thing after Slush weekend to discuss 
first impressions, success, mistakes, and further steps needed to be done for follow-up 
marketing. We got the very first feedback right at the event by putting on a feedback wall 
opposite cloakrooms for guests waiting for their coats to have time to write their opinions 
at the event. We also discussed all the feedbacks and impressions we got ourselves.  
 
In few days after the Slush weekend passed, we answered all the enquiries about 
presentation materials that were possible to share and contacts our attendees might have 
needed. Sponsors materials and products were sent back during those several days. 
Otaniemi senior high school principal were also thanked personally with flowers and 
treats.  
 
For collecting official feedback, we made a feedback form for all the guests, speakers and 
demo stand start-ups and shared it on our social media channels a week after the event. 
Less than two weeks after the event official XcitED photos were ready, watermarked and 
published on XcitED site. Thank you - messages for speakers and hosts were sent after 
that with the link to photo stock included in the message. Same link was included in Thank 
you - newsletter for all the guests and shared on social media with a Thank you post. The 
feedback link was also included in all those messages for an easy access. 
 
Next two weeks after the event workday included processing the feedback, filling up an 
actual event budget next to the planned one and redirecting bills. It was also the best time 
to start planning the next year event, making enquiries about next year’s venue and 
preparing graphic templates for XcitED 2020 using new XcitED pictures. Detailed follow-
up plan can be found in XcitED Manual page 38-39. 
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7 Evaluation 
Product and process evaluation 
 
Catani states that events success evaluation starts at the event itself. She recommends 
asking question like “Are people having fun?” Because this is an easy question to answer 
to right away and the answer will be right. To measure the success and reflect on your 
own work, she also suggests using at least points of view shown in Table 7.  
 
Table 7. Points to measure the success of event (Catani, 2017, 130-133) 
Issue to measure Questions to ask 
Memorability of the program Did your guests enjoy the event? Was it 
worthy of their time and money? 
Budget Did budgeting go right? Was the event 
worth making? 
Practical issues Did everything go smoothly? Did catering 
work? Did volunteers know their tasks? 
 
It was both xEdu and most of the guest’s opinion that the event program was great, 
speakers were relevant, and they brought up actual topics. We did get a good feedback 
from attendees about the program, although it was obvious some people wanted to attend 
only 1-2 section and not all 4. At the dinner and the day after XcitED we got a lot of thank 
you messages and great reviews, there were also several requests about presentation 
materials presented at the stage, so guests found the program engaging. Otaniemi senior 
high school were also happy to get attention from Nordic biggest EdTech players and 
media.  
 
Based on my experience as an organizer and material I have studied preparing this thesis 
as well as gathering information for XcitED Manual, following practices are advised to be 
applied to optimize the planning and implementation process of organizing XcitED: 
 
• Preparing a detailed volunteer training material and schedule volunteers planning 
better 
• Take more time to plan marketing and make time to schedule as much as possible 
in advanced 
• Pay more attention to make meeting minutes and document everything 
• Better communication with the venue, because event producer is their only contact 
person and they need to be informed better especially if venue is not made for 
conference purpose 
• Reserving more human resources for planning an event as ambitious as XcitED 
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XcitED Manual 
 
XcitED Manual that has been produced during and after the process of making XcitED is a 
very helpful step-by-step guide to any person who will be organising it again. Previously 
XcitED has been organized by different people and all their material were scattered 
around the cloud services, drives and memory sticks and I, as a new comer, had to 
extract and search for information in order to get to know the process and materials used.  
Now it is all gathered in one place in a clear and accessible way.  
 
I started gathering material for the future manual while planning and producing the event. I 
saved all the lists, photos, forms, and emails as well as marketing material, and started 
organizing all that data into categories the week after XcitED was over. I also extracted 
materials from previous events even if I didn’t use them this time. They gave me a 
valuable insight on what might be needed while organizing the event, even if I didn’t need 
them this time, like organizing an afterparty for example. After XcitED, I analysed the 
course of the event and its success based on my own experience and a feedback we had 
and wrote down what required more time and effort and needed a separate chapters in 
the handbook, e.g., volunteer training and different templates. 
 
The structure of XcitED Manual includes 9 chapters and is built as a step-by-step guide 
with a lot of lists and bullet points for an easy to follow process. The chapters and 
descriptions are shown in Table 8. 
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Table 8. XcitED Manual structure 
Chapter Content 
Overview The overview on what is XcitED, it’s 
theme, ticket price structures and 
production team roles.  
Production Includes all the practical and planning 
guidelines, like venue, tech, catering, and 
cooperation with sponsors.  
Program Includes everything program related from 
list of speakers and presentation formats 
to activities and workshops, as well as 
negotiation process guidelines.  
Marketing Includes all the marketing strategies and 
guidelines as well as social media 
marketing guidelines and communication 
with media. Also includes a list of all 
printed and computer graphics needed. 
Volunteers Includes volunteers task list, training 
details, rewards, and list of requirements.  
Building Includes a guidelines and schedule of 
building and preparing the event starting 
from 2 days before the event.  
After the event Wrapping up and follow up routine, 
including follow up marketing, feedback 
routine and after the event communication.  
Tools and software Tools and software to use for graphic 
design, site building, forms, and feedback.  
Letter templates Includes all the communication templates, 
including speaker invitations, demo area 
info letters, how-to-get-there details, 
sponsor information letters and volunteer 
welcoming letters for a fast and detailed 
communication.  
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 I found it especially important to include Volunteers and Letter templates chapters in the 
manual. Volunteers play an important part in start-up events and help them run smoothly. 
Training volunteers for XcitED has been an unstructured process, and since the resources 
are limited, it has been mainly left to the very last minute or forgotten during all years 
XcitED has been produced. Having a list of necessary tasks, volunteer roles and training 
schedules ready saves a lot of planning time, helps to set priorities, and helps to actually 
see how important volunteers are for the event. Letter templates in other hand help to 
save hours of work writing same emails from scratch. They are designed keeping each 
recipient category in mind, be it a speaker, fireside chat facilitator or demo area start-up, 
include all the necessary information needed for that specific recipient group and are 
easily adjustable for details like time, dates an addresses. I discovered that those 
chapters are not usually included in event planning manuals, but it saves a lot of 
resources to have them on hand.  
 
As a result, 41-page easy to follow step-by-step XcitED Manual was born and this is what 
Anna Dementyeva, xEdu Program Manager and Producer of first ever XcitED 2017 has to 
say about it: 
 
“Alina’s work with organizing this event and preparing XcitED Manual has been extremely 
important for our company. Because XcitED is organized every year and involve a 
different Event Coordinator every time, this manual will help us to guide our coordinators 
faster and make better preparations on time. XcitED Manual is very clear and easy to 
follow. Our company value this work very much.” (Dementyeva 7.5.2020) 
 
Self-evaluation 
 
I learned a lot by doing as the only previous experience I had was assisting with some 
practical issues with the first XcitED and participating in big events like Nordic Business 
Forums and Helsinki Start-up Day. I thought I knew it all but in reality, I didn’t, so it was a 
valuable learning experience for me as I learned by doing and it is the best way. 
 
One of the biggest learning experiences I had was reading the event management 
literature and reflecting on an actual event implementation, what I did right and what I 
would do differently next time. Most important it motivated me to learn more of the topic 
and get excited about event management in the future.  
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Preparing the Manual and getting information for this thesis was very eye opening and 
taught me a lot. While preparing XcitED Manual, I was going through material, photos, 
lists, email conversations and memories, analysing and gathering information, so next 
time, would it be me, or someone else, it would be much easier and time saving to 
organize XcitED, so it would make the best possible impact of the future of education.  
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Appendices 
Appendix 1. XcitED graphic examples 
 
 
 
Picture 2. XcitED visual 
Picture 2. XcitED printed banner 
Picture 3. XcitED printed program, side 1 
Picture 1. Example of XcitED speaker announcement 
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Appendix 2. XcitED Marketing examples    
 
Picture 4. XcitED Facebook page view 
Picture 5. XcitED Program announcement post Picture 6. XcitED activity announcement post 
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 XcitED Marketing examples  
  
Picture 7. "How to get there" post picture and text 
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Appendix 3. XcitED Manual 
